
The New Traditional Barclay Butera
An Evolution of Traditional Design - The Story of Barclay Butera

When it comes to interior design, few names carry the weight and influence that
Barclay Butera does. Over the years, Butera has developed his signature style
characterized by an elegant blend of traditional elements with contemporary
touches. This fusion has created what is now known as the New Traditional style,
which has gained immense popularity among design enthusiasts around the
world.

A Unique Approach

Barclay Butera’s design philosophy revolves around creating spaces that are
comfortable, inviting, and timeless. He believes in incorporating classic elements
to create a strong foundation, all while infusing a modern flair to keep the spaces
fresh and exciting.
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By embracing the New Traditional style, Butera manages to honor the past while
embracing the future. His interiors resonate with a sense of history and
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craftsmanship, expertly curated with carefully selected antiques, high-quality
materials, and custom-made furniture.

Characteristics of the New Traditional Style

The New Traditional style is all about striking a perfect balance between the past
and the present. It embraces the timelessness of traditional design while injecting
a contemporary vibe. Here are some key characteristics of this unique style:

Rich color palettes: Bold, jewel-toned colors mixed with neutral shades
create a vibrant yet balanced backdrop.

Layered textures: Mixing materials like velvet, silk, leather, and linen adds
depth and interest to the design.

Mixing old and new: Combining antiques or vintage pieces with modern
furniture creates a harmonious juxtaposition.

Unexpected pairings: Playful patterns and unexpected accessories infuse a
sense of surprise and charm.

Statement pieces: Unique and eye-catching furniture and accessories
become focal points of the room.

The New Traditional Barclay Butera Collection

To bring his New Traditional vision to life, Barclay Butera has launched an
exclusive collection of furniture and home accessories. This collection showcases
his passion for combining classic design elements with contemporary influences.

Featuring rich materials, exquisite craftsmanship, and impeccable attention to
detail, each piece in the collection reflects Butera’s unique design sensibility.
From statement sofas to elegant dining sets, his collection offers a wide range of
options to transform any space into a masterpiece of New Traditional design.



Why Choose the New Traditional Style?

The New Traditional style offers a perfect blend of timeless elegance and
contemporary appeal. Here's why you should consider incorporating this style
into your home:

Unmatched sophistication: The New Traditional style exudes a sense of
refined elegance and sophistication that is hard to replicate.

Enduring beauty: As traditional design elements stand the test of time, your
space will continue to look stunning for years to come.

Versatility: The New Traditional style can work well in various types of
interiors, from grand estates to cozy cottages.

Personalization: The mix of old and new allows for endless possibilities to
showcase your unique style and personality.

Comfortable luxury: The New Traditional style is not only visually appealing
but also focuses on creating comfortable and livable spaces.

Bringing New Traditional Design into Your Home

If you're inspired by the New Traditional style and want to infuse it into your own
space, there are a few key elements to consider:

Choose a cohesive color palette that includes a mix of bold and neutral hues.

Invest in high-quality furniture with classic lines and interesting textures.

Consider incorporating antiques or vintage pieces that add character and
history to your space.

Add unexpected accessories and pops of pattern to create visual interest.



Don't be afraid to mix styles and eras for a more eclectic and personalized
look.

In

The New Traditional style, pioneered by Barclay Butera, brings together the best
of both worlds in interior design. By blending traditional elements with
contemporary influences, Butera has created a style that is timeless,
sophisticated, and undeniably captivating.

Whether you choose to fully embrace the New Traditional style or incorporate
some of its elements into your existing design, this style offers a perfect balance
between the familiar and the new. It allows you to create spaces that feel inviting,
elegant, and effortlessly chic.
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Accessible, luxe home design and furnishings that express who you are and the
experiences of your life featuring a rich layering of pattern, color, and texture.

Barclay Butera presents new work through 15 homes and tells the story of the
new traditional style. As Barclay say, “Good design to me is a combination of
yours, mine and ours. I believe there should be history in a room, whether it be a
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piece of art, a vintage rug or a family heirloom.” In The New Traditional Barclay
shares homes with an artful inclusion of heritage pieces that blend seamlessly
alongside distinctive furnishings, pattern-on-pattern fabrics and bold textures – all
elements of Barclay’s iconic style. Butera cites the power of living in a beautiful
environment and the positive effect of surrounding yourself with the things you
love has on you. Classic design with a fresh twist – flawlessly integrated into
traditional, transitional and contemporary interiors alike, these homes emphasize
alluring architecture, luxurious furnishings and intricate craftsmanship to be
enjoyed daily by their owners.

The House In Good Taste - A Timeless Blend of
Elegance and Comfort
A House That Transcends Trends Have you ever come across a house
that exudes a sense of timeless beauty and charm? The House In Good
Taste is...
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Work Smarter, Reduce Your Stress, and Lead
By Example
Do you find yourself constantly stressed out at work? Are you
overwhelmed with tasks, deadlines, and expectations that seem
impossible to meet? It's time to change your...

Unveiling the Mysteries of John Knight: The
October Files 16
A Brilliant Mind Ahead of His Time John Knight, a name that has
captivated art enthusiasts, historians, and researchers alike, is a figure
shrouded in...

Respiratory Muscle Training Theory And
Practice: Boost Your Breathing Power
Have you ever wondered how you could improve your lung capacity and
enhance your overall respiratory function? The answer lies in respiratory
muscle...

The Science Subjectivity: Unraveling Who We
Really Are
Have you ever pondered over the enigma of human identity and the
essence of our existence? What makes us unique, and how does
science shed light on the intricacies of our...
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The Untold History: Zionist-Arab Conflict that
Shaped a Century
Throughout the course of history, there have been countless conflicts that
have shaped nations and changed the course of humanity. One such
conflict, often overlooked and...

Discover the Power of Chicken Soup For The
Soul: Heartwarming Tales That Inspire and
Uplift
Chicken Soup For The Soul has become a household name synonymous
with hope, inspiration, and emotional healing. These collections of
heartwarming stories have touched the...
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